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Lets Rejoice….lyrics… 

 

(parenthesis is a side note) 

 

(Yeah…really…let’s rejoice a bit…..otherwise, what the heck is the game gonna do 

othawise…Rot?) 

 

(Rouw…rouw… at least that’s the vibe we get from the sleeper population, 

And oppressors don’t care if it does…but…tah dah….we care ) 

 

 

 

Intro: Welp!  I think we can all agree that the world and the game needs healing 

and some laughter…  

 

(keep having your projects guys, even if it’s interpreting this lyric or a book or whatever 

is good…poop n stretch…sniff sniff ahhhh ….slow breathing exercises…the usual 

taking care) 

 

 

So, if you can find something that’s funny to you, pleeease have a laugh and enjoy it 

and share it with others. Onelove… 

 

 

 

 

Verse 1:    

 

Hope, yet checkpoints for peace, people, everybody equal.  

Glowing takes work but that’s what we try to do so it don’t hurt.  

Don’t forget the moment in control have your goal 

Not lettin’ emotions blurt out into trouble freeing the mind frees the soul 

 

What’s happening let it pass (this too shall pass) lotta gas laughing it’ll pass anything 

everything so let it go and hold on to the good so be glad 

 

Powers that be something other than the B focus is how we see 

The next breath will free up not caught on the spokes of unity 

 

Tech support family not malebelines and drama queens no offense let’s 

Get to the word and bring light to the struggle team 
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Though the mission is complete, life’s a journey nuff’s enough this is not too wordy 

running games really disturb me, more than the truth we know, 40 30. 

 

Attitude of gratitude glad for the good, gotta Q that a dude choppin tha wood let’s 

wake up ourselves ta feel better always most important in the global hood. 

(feeling better is always the most important thing…cash rules or not, when 20 people are 

pushing on your thoughts and rushing your mind from various different parts of the globe 

unknowingly, then…? That shit drive us nuts….so we gotta get clear…and our lives 

revolve around that under the radar and respectfully to others around us….to each they 

own…man oh man…Are we telling the truth?…yes  What kind of situations are people 

putting themselves in for money?…Or for how much amount of time that is? We find 

that an hour or two or three is o.k…then gotta get to shelter…or away from the 

bombardment...if you are comfortable and happy in your work environment good for that 

person…we love ya…and pleeeeaaaase don’t pay attention to us if you are in a work 

environment with a bunch of people…you’ll be o.k. friend… but, as we were 

saying….does the return and new physical/mental attachments equal the amount of 

investment? How much is a relatively clear mind worth…?A lot…So when a rapper 

disses me and say I ain’t a hustler, we just try to keep a smile and pray for them….well 

pretty much  That’s why we are survivors. God helps us….we try to teach peace in our 

community) 

 

 

Peace through you, peace through me, do your best GOD the rest manifest love it 

Bub! Mind or the money is most of us carry on mission long worries gone forest 

from the trees bigger picture 

 

 

Hook:  let’s rejoice, let’s rejoice, be happy about anything, just try it peace (4 times) 

 

 

 

Verse 2:   comparing brotha to brotha is foolish  don’t do it confusion brand knew 

this yes thanks for ablution that’s everyday everyway gotta pray are what we say 

from our mind that a way Oh K and Innndiiie peace the assembly, take it slowly 

chill to us the drain is already ending. 

 

 

Peace through you, peace through me, do your best GOD the rest manifest love it 

Bub! Mind or the money is most of us carry on mission long worries gone forest 

from the trees bigger picture 

 

Here’s a little sompn’ it’s a mixture gonna fix ya it’s a beat not a critical list the song 

is a transport that connects all of us as one that’s it mistah 

 

Riddlah, 2 is 4 is 3 is 12 is the world is one having fun without tha trips or dis just 

chillin’ holdin’ it down so love can stun 
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Too many dwells on the covets the shove it’s n kick flips Konklin stands n misfits 

day at a time we are witnessing miracles as we breathe never doubt yes, get with this 

 

People have so much don’t know till they miss it no sassy or snippy just cuties and 

witfits love yes, cuz that’s what we do, keep it low and keep clowns in check… 

(we love clowns, we are clowns in our own way to have a sense of humor, aren’t clowns 

great?...yes,we in our own little world…keep it that way guys, and don’t ever let 

someone make you think negativity towards yourself is good…focus on the positive for 

your life…  

hang in there..all we can do is plant seeds…God does the rest…) 

 

Talkin’ grass roots, love is the gold good lookin’ out KBTOOFLY peace to the 

Fellowship inside for the music, y’all have dreams to apply 

 

 

 

Hook:  let’s rejoice, let’s rejoice, be happy about anything, just try it peace (4 times) 

 

 

Outro:  Peace guys, feeling better about things is the gift that we share in the 

brothahood, if we can rest in that, no-one can touch that, mission accomplished. 

 

We’ll be happy to know, that the powers that be say, “if their so intent on it, and 

they’re in their right mind after all these years, there must be somethin’ to it” 

 

They also say, “how can it not be good to help someone that you’re already effecting 

by watching” (we need the good people in the air…we pray folks never forget that) 

 

The wisdom of the ages tell us that GOD exists, we’re not reinventing the wheel 

here. We all have our own little relationship with GOD. (Gandhi had a great way of 

explaining GOD’s presence) 

 

Peace. 

 

Thanks to the creator… 

 

(cool guys take care….one day at a time..:-) 
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